In this paper, a combined method were used to calculate the weights of state variables of distribution transformer. This combined method consists of a typically subjective method and a typically objective method, namely Analytic hierarchy process and Entropy Weight. By verifying, this combined method can solve calculating weights precisely very well.
Calculating The Weight Of State Variables By AHP.
The principle of Analytic hierarchy process (AHP) is dividing a complex problem into several factors. According to the mutual correlation and subordinate relations, these factors could constitute orderly ladder hierarchy and thus form a Multi-level evaluation model. By inter comparison, the relative importance of various factors can be determined, then on the basis of physical truth, The weight coefficient of various factors will be calculated [2] . Entropy Weight is subject to objective empowerment approach, which uses data for assessing the historical change in size to reflect its effects on weight. The greater the degree of difference of indicator is, the lower the information entropy indicators providing, and the greater the weights of the index is. And vice, the lower the degree of difference of indicator is, the greater the information entropy indicators providing, and the lower the weights of the index is [3] .
Steps of entropy weight for the adjustment of index weight are as shown below:
1）Building the sample matrix. Assuming that matrix X mn consists of m groups to evaluate and n kinds of evaluation index of data. Calculating parameter values of ratio(p (x ij )) of x ij under the index j: Calculating judgment matrix by AHP is totally based on expert experience, thus it is difficult to discharge the influence of personal factor to the index weight, and quantitative degree is not enough [4] . Calculating judgment matrix by EW represents relative competitive level of every index, which may be likely to cause difference between weights calculated and true condition. For example, secondary factors gain greater weights due to greater difference between history data, and vice, weights of main factors may drop to very low and even zero, which are not reasonable [5] .Thus we combine the two methods, and calculation process is as follows： 1）Combining subjective weights calculated by AHP and objective weights calculated by EW, we can get T  2）According to relationship between parts and its corresponding state variable , we can rearrange comprehensive weight of state variables: SUMMARY According to the above, compared with results calculated by the original methods, this method combines the advantages of two methods, and overcome the defects of the two methods. Due to the limited space, results calculated by the original methods did not show.
